Digital Workplace

Highlights
Exploit digital dexterity –
according to Citrix the growth in
cloud service adoption is
changing how employees access
their work, swapping desktops
for internet browsers. 75% of
enterprise workloads are now
run in the cloud. SaaS
applications have created
today’s work-from anywhere
culture, giving workers the
ability to access their
workspaces from almost any
device.
Boost performance – moving
from device centric to user
centric support approaches gives
users frictionless updates, it’s
easier to use and much higher
uptake of new features
Secure and collaborative
environment – utilising Single
Sign On, having contextual
security controls to a company’s
policies and to the various user
profiles and aligned to IT
governance ensures greater
confidence to collaborate

An effective digital workplace is crucial to succeeding in
the digital economy.
Digital workplace is a business strategy for promoting
employee agility and engagement through a more
consumer-like computing environment.
It ensures that technology investments boost employee
engagement through a focus on employee autonomy,
continuous learning and effective collaboration.
By promoting employee engagement, a digital workplace
stimulates discretionary contributions that, in turn, can
boost business effectiveness.

Why You Should Act
The digital workplace is the realm in which your
organisation's workspace needs, investments and
objectives will be realised. To enable new and more
effective ways of working, organisations need to develop
a digital workplace strategy to raise employee
engagement and agility and exploit consumer-oriented
styles and technologies.

How can we help

Enhancing workplace
collaboration with
Cloud
based Messaging &
Collaboration platform

We provide end to end services from strategy through
to migration and managed services across our
automation driven services which include predictive
and proactive NextGen Service Desk, mobility
management, virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI),
Windows 10, Office 365 and application management.

Anywhere Any device
secure access through
best in class mobility
platform

Automation driven and
UX centric service
desk & desktop
management services
& solutions

About Us
At Oreta, our motivation is to help
organisations use technology to transform
their business to be the best in their field.
Based in Australia, we provide cost effective
value added cloud services. We leverage a
mix of public and private cloud services,
enhanced with an orchestration layer to
deliver a complete and robust cloud service
to every customer, every time.

Our Values
Excellence

Relentlessly pursuing the
highest level of performance.

Passion

Being the best at doing what
we love.

Learning & Growth
Embracing continuous

learning and development.

Contact Us

We want to be the partner of choice for
organisations empowering them to
accelerate innovation, expand their market
reach, and drive down their IT costs.

Info@oreta.com.au

